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FEATURES

FEATURES
16 independent, galvanically isolated analog output channels.  ›
Independently programmable for mode and range
Voltage mode: provides 16-bit resolution with programmable  ›
output ranges from ±25mV to ±12.5V
Up to four output channels may be series-connected to provide  ›
outputs up to ±50V
T/C simulation mode: simulates most common thermocouples:  ›
types J K E T R S B N
NIST-standard lookup tables are included to allow direct entry of  ›
simulated temperatures
Any channel may be switched to a dedicated cal connector to  ›
allow in-system calibration check, optional BIST subsystem

The V470 is a 6U VME module that provides 16 inde-
pendent, isolated analog outputs that may be user-pro-
grammed to operate as voltage outputs or thermocouple 
simulators. Users may write temperature or voltage values  
at VMEbus speed, and the V470 will transparently do  
all the necessary calculations and update the channel  
electronics.

In thermocouple simulation mode, the V470 includes 
lookup tables for all common thermocouple types,  
allowing users to write desired temperature directly to 
VME registers. Any channel can be associated with any 
of the reference junction sensors located in the external  
field-wiring termination panels, or can use the on-board 
sensor. Cold-junction compensation is via table lookup of  
thermocouple potential for the type currently selected.
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8 Channels of sine, sawtooth, triangle, pulse, programmable  ›
bandwidth noise or arbitrary waveform generation
Channel-channel modulation allows arbitrary AM, FM, PM, PWM,  ›
and summing of anything with anything
Multiple modules can synchronize for an unlimited number of  ›
channels of synchronized waveform generation
Selectable output frequency ranges, ±32 MHz with 15 MHz  ›
resolution to ±250 KHz with 166 uHz resolution
DC coupled 50-ohm outputs to ±5.12 V, programmable offset  ›
allows wave+offset or direct DC DAC functionality
Simulates polyphase, transducers or quadrature encoders,  ›
complex switchmode H-bridges, calibrated jitter
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V346

The V346 provides eight independent digitally synthesized 
waveform outputs, each programmable for frequency, 
amplitude, and phase. The signal processing capability of 
the V346 allows a wide range of complex functions to be 
programmed from the “first principles” of signal/system 
theory. Channel-channel modulation, summing, synchro-
nization, and noise generation allow complex synchro-
nized waveform generation within one module or across 
an unlimited number of modules. Multiple synchronized 
modules may simulate high-channel-count processes, such 
as radar and sonar arrays, complex rotating machinery and 
structural systems, diesel/jet engine simulation, stationary 
and aircraft AC power systems, thyristor/IGBT phase con-
trol, and many others.
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